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About This Game

A demon possessed you one year ago. Since that day, you unwillingly tore a trail of bloodshed through New York City. Your
salvation comes in the form of the Unavowed – an ancient society dedicated to stopping evil.

You are free, but your world is in tatters. You have no home, no friends, and are wanted by the police. Your old life is gone, but
perhaps you can start a new one. Join the ranks of the Unavowed, and fight against the oncoming darkness.

Features:

Choose a male or female protagonist

Three playable origin stories

Branching storyline

A total of four companion characters to choose from, each with their own talents and abilities.

Twice the resolution of a typical Wadjet Eye Game!

All the usual guff – voice acting, commentary, original music, etc
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Title: Unavowed
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Wadjet Eye Games
Publisher:
Wadjet Eye Games
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: Pentium or higher

Memory: 64 MB RAM

Graphics: 640x360, 32-bit colour: 700 Mhz system minimum

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: All DirectX-compatible sound cards

English
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I can't believe it's taken me so long to review Unavowed! One of the best adventure games I've ever played. Everything about
this game is incredible - the writing, the characters, the art, the voice acting! The choices always have serious repercussions and
are never easy to make. You can tell the creator is, first and foremost, a writer. Also, enough has been said about the innovative
gameplay, but let me say it is just such a pleasure to move through the game. I was not bored once, and I appreciated that
problem solving was usually based on using your characters' best assets rather than finding the right item. So much love and
research has gone into this project, and I am not kidding, it actually glows with the passion and energy that the Wadjet Eye team
has put into it. Lastly, one of the things I found unique in Unavowed is how much the writer respects his characters. He never
sells them short, avoids stereotypes, and gives them the courtesy of privacy. I'm not sure how else to say it, it just feels as though
this is a game, also, about generosity of spirit. Truly, this is urban fantasy narrative at its finest.. This is up there as one of the
best Point & Click games I've ever played. I'd recommend this even if you're not normally into the genre.. Well designed,
thoughtful puzzles and an interesting, fairly unique story.. point and click game with a wonderful story, if you enjoy dark
stories, this is one you want to play. I'm impressed at the sheer amount of voice acting in this game. You can choose your
character's job (bartender, actor, or cop), and your choice actually affects aspects of the story. You can also select which party
members to bring along for each individual mission, and they all have plenty of unique dialogue. All of this suggests that the
game has good replay value, though I haven't completed a second playthrough yet.

The puzzles are reasonable, and most of them actually make sense. This stands in contrast to most adventure games I've played.

The writing is quite good -- the storyline actually managed to surprise me in a way that didn't feel forced or shoehorned in.

Overall, this is one of the best, if not THE best, point-and-click adventure game I've ever played.. Don't be put off by the 1990's
intro and clipart menu - hiding behind that initial impression is one of the best Point&Click adventure games since the golden
era.
It has a rich and interesting story, believable characters, the voice acting is excellent quality (except for one or two small volume
disparities), but most of all it's fun to play. It feels polished and well-made. There are plenty of interesting choices - if you're the
kind of person that likes their moral choices to be more than just "fund an orphanage" vs "burn down an orphanage" then this is the
game for you. Some choices are easier than others. None of them are easy. One of them still haunts me.

10\/10 would get possessed again.. Amazing point and click with an interesting story and many options that can change how and
why you make certain choices.
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An amazing game with great twists, I just couldn't stopped playing.
I can say that this title for now is my 'The Best' from Wadjet Eye Games :)
I recommend it to all fans of old school adventure\/thriller\/fantasy\/occult games.. This game is amazing! Great story, lively
pacing, excellent mid-game twist I did not see coming for once. (Also has a good save system so if you accidentally make a
wrong move and a demon eats your face - LITERALLY - then the game kindly puts you back to a couple of seconds before
without having to reload or any nonsense.)

Your team is full of lovely characters with great voice acting and a ton of background dialogue and comments that make them
come alive and feel like real people. I felt sort of sad to leave them at the end, especially my best gal VIcky (I chose the Cop
background, and don't regret it.)

And I don't have to leave them! I'll be replaying this very soon. There's four characters, each with their own skillset, and you can
only take two on each mission. This means that the puzzles to unlock the mission will depend on which person you bring. Sure,
the solution to what's going on stays the same, but getting there by talking to a ghost or by shooting down an object or by setting
something on fire will change the path to get there. And even when you do get to the ending, every mini quest ends with a moral
choice. Some are pretty easy, others are more complex, ethically speaking. Your MC can also have three different backgrounds
that will change a few dialogues or quest approaches. I won't say it's got a massive ton of replayability, but enough where I'll be
giving it another spin soon.

I'm rather hoping the devs come up with a sequel. The MC can definitely be re-used if you chose the best ending - there's
definitely more to explore there, I'm curious to know how her\/his adventures left him affected - and if not using him\/her, then
the Unavowed themselves are MADE for interesting stories. Here's to hoping! I have the Blackwell stories from the same dev in
my library, was waiting for a rainy day... I don't think I'll wait now.

EDIT: Just to put some concrit on this, the puzzles can at times be a little rigid. Some of them have to be done in just the right
order, not always logically. And often I'd figured out what happened a third of the way through the mission, but had to go
through the step-by-step process of finding clues to then talk to witnesses and then find more clues, rather than be able to use
my intuition. But that's the limitation of this kind of puzzle mechanic, I suppose. Most puzzles were fine.
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